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at the end of the year.
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Street campuses will be open 24
hours a day from April 14-25.
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Correction Notice:
In the March 31, 2008 issue of The
',,,„Projector, newly elected VP Student
Services Priscila Gamez and VP
Academic Derek Krywyj's names
were incorrectly written in the
article "Red River Vote 2008". We
would like to apologize for the error.
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Let's Review: Who were the student
executive of 2007-2008?
Jennifer Clark

jloric@gmail.com

Red River College students just elected new representatives to the Red River College Students' Association for
the 2008-2009 term. The Projector decided to speak to
the 2007-2008 executive to review their responsibilities
and accomplishments for the student body this past
year.

along with the chief returning officer.
Mary says that of the student issues he handled this
year, there were more teacher complaints than appeals,
providing an example of a group of students who said
their instructor was not approachable or helpful. Mary
says he met with the students and spoke to the chair of
the program, and some of the other student executive.
Although he never spoke to the teacher, he figures the
message somehow reached her.
"Probably about a week later, some of the students
came back and said that the teacher had shown a lot of
improvement," says Mary.
He foresees more student and instructor issues in
the future of the next vice-president academic.
"I know that was one example where we were able
to help, but I feel that there could be more of that out
there," says Mary. "Maybe there are some students that
aren't bringing it up."

President
President Angie Herrera, a business administration
student, is the 2007-2008 RRCSA president.
"[The president is] the main contact between the
staff and the administration of the college and the
students," says Herrera. She represents RRC students to
the city of Winnipeg, the provincial and federal governments, and as a member of the Red River College Board
of Governors.
She chairs the Student Advisory Board, which is the
governing body of the Students' Association, and acts
as a delegate for the RRCSA in the Canadian Alliance of
Student Associations. Herrera also attended a few CASA
conferences with Vice-President Academic Dean Mary to
represent the RRCSA.
"A lot of it's little, everyday things," like answering
questions from RRC staff and accepting donation requests from student clubs, says Herrera of her position.
One of the main challenges for the incoming
executive will be, "making decisions on where to focus
their time," says Herrera, adding that finding a balance
between work and classes is a challenge.

Vice-President, Support Services
Business administration student Lovell Li is the
2007-2008 vice-president for support services. This position aids the start up of student groups, assists them
with fundraising, and does the accounting for the clubs.
"I help them set up events so that they can raise
money for what they need, like for grad," says Li.
One of the clubs he worked with this year was the
Early Childhood Education Grad Club, who held events
like pizza days, bake sales, and socials to raise money for
their graduation. Another is the Child and Youth Care
'09 Club, who are raising money to attend a conference.
"I'm more for the students who want to do something, get involved," says Li.

Vice-President, Academic
The 2007-2008 vice-president academic is Dean
Mary, a business administration student.
"I basically deal with student concerns and issues, so
that would include appeals, any time they have an issue
with an instructor, [and] any kind of grievance within
the college," says Mary.
He is responsible for chairing monthly class representative meetings, consisting of students from different RRC programs, and for chairing the RRCSA election

Vice-President, Princess Street Campus
Darrin Bauming, a Creative Communications
student, became the interim vice-president for the
Princess Street Campus in mid-February 2008, when
Dale Gledhill resigned "due to medical reasons," says
Bauming.
"I was already on the SAB," he says. "There was only
three or four from Princess, so they chose me." A motion
was brought to the SAB and passed unanimously to give
Bauming the position.

Rwanda is still seeking
justice - 14 years later
Kristy Rydz

newsprojector@gmail.com

Even after blockbuster movies have been made and
best- selling books written about its tragedy, Rwanda is
still searching for justice.
In the same year that the world will commemorate
the 14th anniversary of Rwanda's horrific genocide, a
Roman Catholic priest has been sentenced to life in
prison for his contributing actions to what has been
deemed a failure of humanity by a United Nations war
crimes court.
Within 100 days, beginning in April 1994, the
world watched through their fingers while one of the
two major Rwandan ethnic groups, the Hutu, savagely
raped, guerrilla-style tortured and brutally hacked to
death with primitive machetes 800,000 Tutsi men,
women and children.
However, Rev. Athanase Seromba committed his
own kind of terror to his parishioners.
According to court testimony, during the genocide
the Hutu Seromba ordered his church in the town
of Nyange in the western part of the country to be
destroyed by bulldozers. At the time of the demolition
the priest knew that 1,500 of his followers - predominantly ethnic Tutsis - were seeking refuge inside. There
were no survivors as he ordered anyone caught fleeing

to be shot.
Seromba, claiming his innocence, fled to Italy to
continue to serve as a priest before turning himself
over to authorities in 2002. As reported in the New
York Times, he was the first priest charged and convicted by the U.N.-anctioned International Criminal
Court of Rwanda in 2006 after pleading not guilty to
the charges against him. Seromba was handed a 15-year
sentence that both the prosecution and the defence
appealed.
The war crimes tribunal based in Arusha, Tanzania
heard the appeal and lengthened Seromba's sentence to
a life term on March 12 of this year.
It's baffling that, after the countless tales of utter
hatred and calculated cruelty that have surfaced in the
years since Rwanda was torn apart by ethnic conflict,
those responsible are still in the process of receiving
punishment.
While acknowledging that bringing all those guilty
of contributing to the mass execution of a culture is not
a simple feat, it is ridiculous that a man found guilty of
murdering 1,500 individuals is only now being put in
prison for the remainder of his life.
After the Holocaust, the world vowed never again.
But Rwanda still happened. Without swift and adequate punishment for horrific crimes, the international
community is only opening the door for yet another
tragedy.

"I'm responsible for 2,000 students' well-being," he
says.
Bauming also works toward "keeping an open line of
communication" between the Notre Dame and Princess
Street campuses. He says that Princess Street students
can be "somewhat disconnected" from what's happening
at Notre Dame, the main college campus.
"The students' association doesn't have a big establishment [at Princess]," says Bauming.
In the two-and-a-half months he's spent as vicepresident for Princess Street Campus, he's helped
students with appeals and academic issues, hired a Safe
Walk officer with the executive director, and dealt with
the paperwork Gledhill left behind. Although he has accomplished many tasks in his short term, it hasn't been
an easy feat.
"It's hard hopping in halfway through," says
Bauming.
The 2007-2008 RRCSA executive will finish their
one-year terms on April 30.
The incoming 2008-2009 executive - President
Shaun Scrymgeour, VP Academic Derek Krywyj, VP
Support Services Priscila Gamez, and VP Princess Street
Campus James Cook - will begin their terms May 1,
2008.
The RRCSA offices are located at room CM20 in the
Notre Dame Campus, and room P110 in the Princess
Street Campus.

Red River College
STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION
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NOW HIRING
FOR THE 2008-2009 SCHOOL YEAR
Events Coordinator: Notre Dame Campus
Events Coordinator: Princess Street Campus
Rate of Pay: $9.50 per hour
Hours: casual, approximately 12 hours per week
Application Deadline: Friday, May 25, 2008
Position Summary:

Get paid to bring fun events to campus. As an employee of the
Red River College Students' Association (RRCSA), this
individual will help plan, implement and evaluate social,
cultural, and educational programs to meet student needs. This
person will work on a part-time basis and must have the ability
to work with minimum supervision. Must be a Red River
College student during the 2008/ 2009 school year.

Thanks for another
great year
of events!
Kickoff Week,

Keggers, Ski
Trip, Comedians,
Hypnotists, Bands,
Cram Nights, Movies,
Meltdown Week, Glow Bowling
Cultural

Entertainment,

Poker Tournaments, Dance
Groups, and more...

Have a Good Summer!
From your Events Staff.

To Apply:

Submit resume, along with cover letter to:
Karyn Stone, Program Director
Room CM20, 2055 Notre Dame Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3M 0S4
or
Room P110, 160 Princess Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3B 1K9
or
saevents@rrc.mb.ca

May 2008 Convocation
Ceremonies
Wednesday, May 21, 2008
7:30 p.m., Notre Dame Campus
School of Business & Applied Arts

Thursday, May 22, 2008
7:30 p.m., Notre Dame Campus
School of Construction & Engineering Technologies
School of Transportation, Aviation & Manufacturing
School of Health Sciences & Community Services
School of Indigenous Education
School of Learning Innovation
School of Continuing & Distance Education

Convocation attire must be worn if you are attending the ceremonies.
If you haven't received your Convocation Information package in the mail,
including your gown order form, by APRIL 30th, please visit one of our
Student Service Centres Notre Dame Campus—D101
Princess Street Campus—P104
or call Enrolment Services at 632-2327
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Obama brings message of
change to Grand Forks
Richard Bracken

rbracken29@gmail.com
Sula Johnson

sula.johnson@gmail.com

Men, women, children, babies, grandparents and the
entire University of North Dakota lined up at the
Alerus Center in Grand Forks, North Dakota to hear the
two Democratic candidates for the 2008 election speak.
With the wind blowing strong and the sun beginning
to go down, Americans, and a few Canadians, froze in
their T-shirts and held tightly their Democratic posters
for Hillary Clinton or Barack Obama. While the pro-life,
pro-Iraq protesters awkwardly stood off to the side, the
snake line wrapped around the arena and people waited
until the last second to get through the doors and hear
the inspiration their leaders promised to provide.
Dustin Shower, a young Grand Forks resident,
stood in line to hear both of the candidates speak. "I'm
not a registered Democrat, and I'm not a registered
Republican. I'm an American and that's what I call
myself. I just want to see them speak. Obama is so
interesting to watch, that's really why I'm here," Shower
said. Patriotism was one thing that surpassed the
wind's strength. American cheers, flags, clothing, and
talk about American pride enveloped the crowd that
stood and waited.
Obama spoke first. The crowd went crazy. He
stopped to shake hands with the people lined up at the
stage. As he approached the microphone, people stood
and stared silently. Only the sound of a few babies
crying were heard when Obama opened his mouth to
casually tell everyone to "relax and sit down." People
laughed and followed his orders. Obama was there to
thank North Dakota for allowing him to win the North
Dakota primary with 67 per cent, and to speak about
hard-working, rural Americans, debt, healthcare and,
of course, faith. Obama stated, "I am sick of politics
that exploit our differences rather than focusing on our
hopes and values." This inspiring note rang true for the
crowd, which went crazy. Obama's speech was a quick
30 minutes but the crowd ate up every minute of his
charisma and his jokes about Bush and "cousin Cheney."
He ended on a specific note for the crowd, who
were part of the country that voted 63 per cent for
Bush in the 2004 election. "Red states, blue states, I
want to be the president of the United States!" He left
the stage while a Stevie Wonder song played and people
watched on the big screen as he shook hands with
everyone and left.
An hour-and-a-half later the stage was lined with
Clinton campaign posters. The crowd was slightly
smaller, but it strongly displayed support for Clinton
with campaign paraphernalia. "It's time for a woman
to be elected to office. Thirteen other countries have
women leaders and we are one of the few countries that
have never done it. Nothing is lacking with Obama, I
think he should wait a little longer, he'll be around for
a long time, we should save him for the future," said
Helen Kistler, a spunky, 70-year-old woman dressed in
all red and covered in large buttons displaying Clinton's
face.
Clinton came on after 10 minutes of the arena
doing the wave. She spoke of the same issues Obama
did; rural, hard-working Americans, and debt, but she
spent more time on what she calls "not an issue, a passion" - that being healthcare. She was specific about her
past experiences and what she has done to move issues ,
forward. She slid in a few jokes about Bush and Cheney,
and laughed while the jumbo screen focused on a sign
from the crowd reading, "Bill for First Lady!"
Both candidates had the crowd going, whether it
was Obama's charisma, or Clinton's depth of knowledge
on issues. People left the Alerus Center with a safe and
secure feeling that things were going to be okay, and
with either of those two candidates, they probably will
be.

Change is what Barack Obama has been campaigning
for since the Democratic primaries started in October
2007, and change was the message he conveyed the
afternoon of April 4, 2008. In front of thousands
of supporters at the Alerus Center in Grand Forks,
North Dakota, he promised a change to the direction
he thought the current administration had steered
America in over the past eight years.
Obama's powerful and convincing speech left an
energy in the building that was on par with any of
history's great speakers. "We [Democrats] have to be
the party that restores people's faith," said Obama. "I
don't want to be the president of red states or blue
states. I want to be the president of the United States
of America." Everyone in attendance embraced his
words with open arms, giving him several standing
ovations and constant cheering.
This was a good thing, for North Dakota is
traditionally a Republican state. But with the response
Obama received from the crowd to his opinions on
ending the war in Iraq, restoring the economy and
taxing corporate America, you could tell that the over
15,000 people in attendance wanted change too. It
was apparent from the beginning of his speech, when
Democratic Senator of North Dakota Byron L. Dorgan
gave Obama a hockey stick from University of North
Dakota's hockey team, the Fighting Sioux. Obama said
he would put it on his office wall, adding, "My hockey
game is worse than my bowling."
Courtney Hagen, a senior at Minnesota State
University, drove to Grand Forks just to see Obama.
"His open views about everything bring Democrats
together and that's important to America," said Hagen.
She thought that Hillary Clinton, Obama's opponent
in the race for the Democratic nomination, who
was also speaking that evening, didn't have what it
would take to keep the party together. Hagen added
that unity was critical to the Democrats winning the
presidential election, and was convinced Obama was
right for the job.

Although Obama did briefly speak of unity within

the Democratic party as integral to its success, it was
obvious he was more focused on a change from George
W. Bush's policies and methods of running America.
Bush's administration was often criticised by Obama
during his speech, in which he accused the Republicans
in power of practicing "politics that uses religions as
wedges, and patriotism as a bludgeon." These words
set Obama apart from other politicians of the 2004
election, where Bush and John Kerry had used religion
and patriotism as a way to win votes.
Obama steered clear of both, instead focusing on
issues that mattered most to his supporters, such as
the economy, healthcare and an end to the war in Iraq.
This manner of addressing Democratic delegates and
supporters was a change to what Americans were used
to in previous elections.
The speech didn't end without Obama commenting on the anniversary of the death of Martin Luther
King, Jr. He again attacked Bush and his administration by quoting King, saying, "The arc of the moral
universe is strong, and it bends toward justice." Even
though it was spoken by King over 40 years ago, the
quote still evoked a strong response from supporters at
the Alerus Center, and left them with a better impression of Obama.

I don't want to be the president of red states
or blue states. I want to be the presid
the United States of America.
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The Waiting Game:
Leo Wiebe wants to kick his cocaine habit
But the lack of rehabilitation facilities in Winnipeg is forcing him to sit tight
Kristy Rydz

newsprojector@gmail.com
Leo Wiebe knows he has an addictive personality. At 24,
it drove him to begin a cocaine addiction that has ripped
his life apart for more than a decade.
"That drug took me by the hand and captured my
soul, with absolute impunity," Wiebe, 34, said, after
being detoxed for the fourth time at Winnipeg's Main
Street Project facility, located at 75 Martha St. in the
core of the inner city.
A self-described, "drunk" from the age of 16, he
first tried cocaine at a house party at the urging of his
friends.
"I tried it and I just loved it. Best 30 seconds of my
life. You know, honestly, I think I've been chasing that
high... that first high. That's the high I've been chasing.
Which you never get again," he said.
Wiebe, who grew up in a middle-class Fort Garry
neighbourhood, chose low-income housing later in life
to feed his drug habit. His growing addiction led him to
use any money he had to buy cocaine, including payments from the Worker's Compensation Board for losing
the tips of his pointer and middle finger in a dough

divider machine while working as a journeyman baker.
"WCB sent me a cheque. The cheque was $1,720.
Thirty-six hours later, I was broke. All on crack cocaine,"
he said.
The combination of Wiebe's alcohol and cocaine
addictions led him to criminal acts and convictions.
Serving time for assault, theft and, most recently, a 13month term for robbery with violence, he was released
in October 2007. Wiebe then made the decision to get
clean.
"Every crime I've ever committed has been because
of drugs and alcohol. If I eliminate drugs and alcohol
from my life, I eliminate crime," he said.
Wiebe is one of nine men waiting three weeks for
a spot in a rehabilitation program with the Addictions
Foundation of Manitoba.
A wait that John Borody, chief executive officer of
AFM feels is an acceptable length before entering the
21-day in-patient program for male users.
"I think we can work around three weeks. It's not
that there isn't any contact with those people, because
there is... We have ongoing contact between the individuals and councillors while they wait. I think the three
weeks for those people probably goes by really quickly,"
Borody said.
He feels the time spent waiting could
be used as a positive period before treatment as AFM, the largest rehabilitation
facility in the province, begins introducing those on the wait list to programming.
He interprets the various assessments,
such as the psychological exam combined
with follow-up phone calls and contact
with a sponsor as the basis for beginning
a successful rehab program.
"We don't lose that many in that
three-week span. We're talking about one
or two people; we might have lost them
anyway. So the thinking is that three

Student Chequing Account
This account is available to members 18 to 25 years of age. With proof of
enrolment in a post-secondary institution you receive the following benefits:
a Unlimited Manitoba Credit Union ATM and direct payment transactions
a Unlimited debits and bill payments by telephone or Internet banking
a No charge on initial order of personalized cheques (in-house styles only)
• No commission on one signature travellers cheques
Free monthly statement with cheque imaging

Ne

North Winnipeg
Credit Union Limited
310 Leila Avenue / 1068 Henderson Highway
Email: info@nwcu.mb.ca www.nwcu.mb.ca
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weeks isn't that bad because there is contact," Borody
said.
But three weeks without a rehab program pushes
sobriety limits for some clients, according to Michael
Foster, client services manager at the Main Street
Project.
"If you are unable to access some sort of safe, supportive environment or you don't have a circle around
you that's going to help and support you through that,
then there's all kinds of opportunities for relapse. It
doesn't take very much," Foster said.
Foster's non-medical facility and the Health
Sciences Centre are the only two locations for detoxification for drugs or alcohol in Winnipeg. Treating 717
clients last year in their 21-bed facility, the MSP has
reported dealing with prevalent cocaine use in recent
years. In 2006-07, the number of clients using cocaine
matched the number for alcohol with 37 per cent. That
pattern is echoed citywide by AFM's annual report for
the same year citing 20-25 per cent of their 3,684 adult
rehab clients dealt with cocaine use.
According to Foster, a support system is the most
crucial factor in avoiding slipping back into old patterns
after initial detox for any substance. The reality, however, is that most of the clients he sees have closer ties to
other addicts than family and friends who are removed
from dependency.
"If you have a circle of support that is a circle of
negative support, ultimately that's an easy trigger that's
going to drag you down fast... That's always one of the
most challenging elements of relapse," Foster said.
However, addicts like Wiebe who know what it feels
like to relapse and to wait for treatment also understand
they're at the beginning of a long road to recovery.
"I've got issues. I've got 18 years of addiction; you
know it's not going to be cured in 21 days. Actually, it's
probably going to be something that I'm going to have
to fight the rest of my life. But I'm going to need more
time than that before I re-enter society," Wiebe said.
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Military Enrollment Jumps : But do thousands
of youth know what they're jumping into?
Chris Gareau

cgareau@live.ca
Nobody who joins the military thinks they will be
the one to freeze in a combat situation, but it takes
being in that situation to have the gravity of what
you are doing come rushing up on you.
"I found the worst people were married with kids.
I would say they were almost useless because they
were too scared to even put their necks out," says
Cpl. James Arnal, 24.
He is recounting an experience in Afghanistan
from his first tour of duty with two Princess
Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry.
"During one of our attacks, we were in the saddle
between these two hills, and we were supposed to
push up into the saddle. We had guys up on each
side on the hills and our section commander was
hiding under a rock and he didn't want to move, so
we didn't actually push up. There were bullets flying
near us but he didn't want to get up and move," says
Cpl. Arnal.
It has been Canada's involvement in
Afghanistan that has driven recruiting efforts up
to levels not seen in decades. The Financial Post
reported that Canada's Armed Forces promotional
budget has increased to $5.3 billion dollars to boost
recruitment numbers over the next five years.
"Recruiting is the number one mission in
Canada," says Petty Officer (second class) Brian
Gilchrist, a recruiter based in Winnipeg. With baby
boomers retiring and the workforce shrinking, the
military has to up the ante to compete with other
employers to fill positions. This means doing more
than setting up tables at career fairs.
"Last year we got water with our logo put on it
and we went to Assiniboine Park and just started
handing out water to the runners. We're definitely
not staying in the office. We have to be proactive,"
says Petty Officer Gilchrist. The military has now
also become a very visible presence at Canadian
events like the Grey Cup, taking part in the parade
and paying for advertising during the game's television broadcast.
The recruitment efforts are paying dividends.
The Financial Post reported that military applications
had gone up 40 per cent to 40,000 in 2006. In a

School is almost done! Have you picked
up your SA CARE CARD??

• Use it for direct billing at the
Pharmacy for eligible prescriptions
• and at the dental office
Stop by the Student Benefits Plan Office at the following
campus locations for further coverage information, claim forms & to
pick up your SA CARE CARD. Don't leave School without it.
Room FM66 © Notre Dame Campus (9 a.m. — 4 p.m.)
Phone: (204) 632-2503
Email:sahealth@rrc.mb.ca
Room P110 © Princess Campus (reduced hours)
For more detailed information, visit our website:
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speech at the Fort Garry Hotel in Winnipeg, chief of
defence staff Gen. Rick Hillier was reported by the
Winnipeg Free Press as saying the Canadian Forces
has attracted 21,000 young people to various stages
of training in the last three years. Gen. Hillier was reported as saying Canada's role in Afghanistan was an
"attraction" for recruiting candidates; that they "want
to be part of something greater than themselves."
But many cite the chance at getting all or at
least part of their school tuition paid for, coupled
with the beefed up recruitment drive, as a big part of
the dramatic enrolment increase. Statistics Canada
states that the average Canadian tuition cost across
Canada increased 197 per cent between the 1990-91
and 2006-07 school years. When you walk into the
Winnipeg recruiting centre downtown, you see an
entire wall devoted to explaining education and
salary opportunities. The free education draw has
actually been something the military has had to
prepare for.
"A lot of people get their free school, their
certificate, and then go out to the civilian world (after serving the six-year contract)," says Petty Officer
Gilchrist, adding this meant that tradespeople were
in high demand.
Only infantrymen were more sought after,
which is a role Cpl. Arnal enjoys.
"It's the first job where I wake up and don't go
`Ugh, I have to go to work,'" says Cpl. Arnal, who
explains that it takes a certain type of person to be
in the infantry. "We definitely have a different mentality than the average person, I would say. Everyone
likes to run around and shoot guns," says Cpl. Arnal.
Petty Officer Gilchrist agrees that a person
must know what they're getting into when they
join the Armed Forces. "Some people come here and
say, 'I want to join the army but I don't want to fire a
weapon' I tell them, 'Well, you're in the wrong field,"'
says Petty Officer Gilchrist.
Shooting a gun is the easy part, according to Cpl.
Arnal. He laughs when he describes what to expect
from a regular day in the army to someone who is
thinking of joining: "broken sleep, shitty food, walking around tired, hot, cold, just a miserable time."
Then there's the ultimate occupation hazard
in Afghanistan: roadside bombs. "That's just luck if
you hit it or not. You're probably not going to see it,"
says Cpl. Arnal, who left for his second tour of duty
this February for seven months.
Since Canada's initial deployment in February
2002, 82 Canadian troops, one Canadian diplomat,
and one Canadian aid worker have been killed in the
Afghan conflict. Pending NATO members' meeting
Canada's stipulations, the mission in Afghanistan is
set to extend to the end of 2011.
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RRC students draw more
than a blank
Jennifer Clark

jloric@gmail.com
"Blank" is the name used for unpainted skateboards. For
the second year in a row, Red River College second-year
graphic design students have raised money for a good
cause by auctioning off the blanks they've designed for
a class assignment. This year's skateboard show and
auction, called "Fill in the Blank," was held on March
27 at 70 Albert St., at the corner of Albert Street and
McDermot Avenue. The auction was a fundraiser for
Artbeat Studio, a space designated for mentally ill artists
to use their artwork as therapy.
The event was created last year by Swani Landry, a
student in the Creative Communications program as
part of her coursework, says Lorraine Carrette, a secondyear graphic design student and one of this year's event
coordinators.
Along with Landry, "a couple of us got together to
organize it [this year]," says Carrette, using the same
sponsors Landry had arranged for the first event.
All the funds raised last year were donated to
Artbeat Studio. This year, the funds from the skateboard
auction and alcohol sales are going to Artbeat Studio,
while the money raised from ticket sales will be used
to hold their annual open house, where the students
showcase their work for people in the industry. About
$2,000 will be donated to Artbeat Studio, says Carrette,
and the students will keep about $600-$700.

This is the third year the skateboard assignment
has been given to the graphic design students by their
illustration instructors Randy Butterfield and Ken
Stampnick. Butterfield says the students responded well
to the task.
"It's youth culture, [which is] something that they're
very close to," he says.
The assignment also provided the students with the
opportunity to really exercise their creativity.
"When you really look at [skateboards] in terms of
the look, it's really wide open, everything goes," says
Butterfield. "It's nice that way for [the students]. We
probably get our best work out of that assignment."
The project was also an exercise in creating illustrations that work for the shape and size of a skateboard,
and appeal to a youth market, says Butterfield.
Nigel Bart, the studio facilitator and founder of
Artbeat Studio, is pleased the graphic design students
chose to donate to the studio for the second year in a
TOW.

"To date we still do not have any ongoing core funding and it helps us tremendously when the community
comes together to promote and raise awareness to our
organization and mission," says Bart.
"It was a lot of work to put it on, but it was definitely worth it," says Carrette.
Visit artbeatstudio.ca to find out more about
Artbeat Studio.

culture

What to 04641 268
Taylor Burgess

artsprojector@gmail.com
Since the end of the school year is in sight, I'm sure that
everyone is excited to do what they hadn't had a chance to
do since last summer.
But if you've been too busy studying to plan out the
rest of the month, I have a couple of suggestions.
One of the bigger events will be Mahogany Frog's CD
release for Do5 on Sun., April 27. This Winnipeg band
plays psychedelic jazz prog rock, adventuring into time
signatures and scales that are so off-the-wall that they
reach deep into outer space. The release party for their
second full-length is happening at the end of a nationwide tour, so the Frogs will either be tuckered out or tight
as hell. Some people are scoffing at the $10 ticket price,
but when they headlined the winter solstice celebration
Element Sircus this year, Mahogany Frog played until the
wee hours of the night.
One of the openers of that night is Slattern, solo project of Julia Ryckman. She's the lead singer of The Gorgon,
the ultra-female, ultra-theatrical, blues rock band. She
was one of the leaders of the group DADADADA: Lazers,
who, if you ever had the chance to see them, were a treat
to see because of their "cool" stage presence. As Slattern,
Ryckman stands alone behind a keyboard and sometimes
a bass, but her emotion is the key focus of her stage presence.
Her birthday is coming up, and to celebrate, she's
hosting a birthday show with Alana + Erica = Poo and
Haunter. It'll be upstairs at Ragpickers, the same night as
The Urban Bakery's birthday at the Pyramid Cabaret. Both
of those Aries will be celebrating on Sat., April 19.
As for weekly sources of fun, Wednesdays seem to
be on the up. Everyone in the world (of Winnipeg) loves
Ozzy's Readymix on Thursdays. The same guys who
started the indie dance night have quietly started up a
Wednesday dance night called Soho Trash. They play new
wave and punk, either as a cashgrab for overflow of their
Thursday crowd, or to have a quieter dance night. Either
way, it'll be crowded in two months.
Also, Jack Jonasson of the Lo Pub started "indie
karaoke" on Wednesday nights. What makes karaoke
indie? Well, people sing Prince, the Pixies, the B-52s, Paul
Simon, and a bunch of others. So it's the same as any
other karaoke, but no Nickelback or country music.

Superficial Rantings of a
Celebrity Gossip Junkie
andreadanelak@hotmail.com
My name is Andrea, and
I'm addicted to celebrity
gossip.
This is the final installment of my column
(tear), and I'm just
as addicted as when
I started - maybe
even more so. But
I can honestly say I'm going to miss it.
My friends, classmates, boyfriend and
parents still make fun of me, constantly
nattering, "You're a journalism student
and you'd rather read Perez Hilton than
the newspaper?"
Well, no, not exactly. I do enjoy reading the newspaper - in fact, I read
it every day - but I usually read
the entertainment section first.
Hey, at least I'm honest.
Anyway, teasing aside, writing this
column has been a lot of fun and I hope
that one day, I'll be able to write something like
this for a living (shut up, I have other goals too).
In the meantime, I'll continue stocking up on
issues of In Touch Weekly and People to tide me over.
And, as my parting gift to you, I've decided to really
go all rant-y on you and list some of the celebs
I'd like to run over with my Civic, the ones who
are
(usually) famous for no good reason and manage
to irritate everyone around them, including the ever-present
paparazzi.
"Celeb" #1: Heidi Montag and Spencer Pratt
If you've read my column before, you'll remember that
I can't stand this "couple" from The Hills. I don't even watch

the show and still, I seem to know
every pathetic detail of their
drama-filled lives. Why are they
famous? And, more importantly, how did Heidi score a record
deal (if you want a laugh,
check out her video for her
song "Higher"), a clothing line deal
and the inevitable perfume deal?
What's next, a line of condoms?
"Celeb" #2: Nicole Richie
I really love how this celebu-spawn
used to hit the clubs when she was 14,
abuse heroin and drive the wrong way down
freeways - and then all was forgiven
when she gave birth to her daughter
a few months ago. Suddenly, people
are calling her a role model and
inspiring.' Urn, hello? An accidental
pregnancy does not a hero make.
"Celeb" #3: Perez Hilton
Yes, you read right. While I love his
website, Hilton (a.k.a. Mario Lavandeira)
is absolutelyliseless. This may be an instance of the pot calling the kettle black,
but I'm not too sure why he's actually
become famous, given that all he does
is bash other celebs. Whatev, I'm still
a little peeved he never got back to
the for an interview for a journalism
assignment. Jerk.
I recently read an article that
claimed celebrity gossip is dead.
According to the crotchety old hag
who wrote the piece of garbage,
people just aren't buying into celebs like
they used to.
Well, I beg to differ - you're reading this
right now.
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The wretched hive o
scum and villainy
"Films of Influence"
Shawn Houde
srhoude@gmail.com
Recently I checked out director Gus Van Sant's latest effort Paranoid
Park, a film about the life of a teenage skateboarder after he gets
wrapped up in the accidental death of a security guard at a train yard.
And like one of Sant's previous films, 2003's Elephant, a
story about a high school in the midst of a violent school shooting,
Paranoid Parkhas stuck with me to my core. These are two films
almost constituting as American adaptations of French Realism, or
Cinema Verite, where the films are simple, never have huge budgets
or big stars, but usually always deal with the shocking subtle truths.
So I now present a shortlist of films that have had equal
influences on me and have managed to stick with me forever.
You might know the name Richard Linklater for films such
as A Scanner Darkly or Waking Life, but his 1996 film SubUrbia is no
sci-fi fantasy. This is a film about the disappointing reality of growing
up.
Starring then almost unknown actors Giovanni Ribisi and
Nicky Katt, SubUrbia is the story of a group of ignored high school
burnouts who have had the luxury of skipping adulthood until it's
finally forced down upon them.
If you can find this movie, as it's only out on VHS and not
DVD, it will be well worth your effort.
I couldn't compile this list without mentioning director/
writer Larry Clark's 1995 film Kids, a film set in the backdrop of
a parentless New York City where kids raise themselves and selfdestruct in droves.
When I first saw this film back as a teenager, it stood out
instantaneously. Its harsh realism and almost simplicity in themes
was so jarring for everyone who saw it. With themes like drugs, sex,
alcohol, violence and AIDS, this film hopefully woke up a generation
of both adults and kids.
Lastly, I want to mention director Rob Reiner's 1986 film
Stand By Me. I know this film isn't indie and it's not really in the same
light as Cinema Verite, but it's a film that I saw as a young kid that
shook me.
Like all the films I've mentioned before, Stand By Me is a
story about kids dealing with adult themes.
But I mention this classic film for the shock value.
Remember when the four kids find the dead body of the missing boy
alongside the railroad tracks? It was just one scene, but I've never
forgotten the way I felt when I first saw it. This is the same kind of
shock you'll get from Sant's Paranoid Park.

STOP
IN AT H&R BLOCK

FAST
TAX PREP

START
SPENDING

Students, come in for
your tax preparation
and get instant cash
back in just one visit.
come in today or call
1-800-HRBLOCK (472-5625)
www.hrblock.ca

Congratulations to Les Boyce as the Grand Prize winner
at the recent RRC Career Fair. (Above), Les accepting his
I Pod touch from Guy Lussier, Advertising Director,
Red River College Students' Association.

H&R BLOCK®

To qualify for student pricing, student must present either (i) a 72202a documenting 4 or more months of full-time attendance at a
college or university during 2007 or (ii) a valid high school identification card. Expires July 31, 2008. Must also qualify for Instant Cash
Back and Cash Back products. See office for details. Valid only at participating H&R Block locations in Canada. SPC Card offers valid
from 08/01/07 to 07/31/08 at participating locations in Canada only. For Cardholder only. Offers may vary, restrictions may apply. Usage
may be restricted when used in conjunction with any other offer or retailer loyalty card discounts. Cannot be used towards the purchase
of gift cards or certificates.
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Born ruffians
spread their
wings
Benji Greenberg
benjilitis@hotmail.com
Born Ruffians
March 31, 2008
West End Cultural Centre
The Born Ruffians make me feel sort of like a proud
parent. I've been a fan since I saw them open for The
Hidden Cameras back in 2006 and now, on their first
headlining stop in Winnipeg, it seems as if my babies
have grown up and become more than just a great
opening act.
They play their catchy, reggae-infused pop music
well and they know how to entertain a crowd. The
Ruffians began their set by asking the mostly seated audience to come stand at the front, and as they launched
into songs from their new album, Red, Yellow & Blue,
most obliged. Musically, the Midland, Ont. trio have
the goods to live up to their hype.
Lead singer and guitar player Luke Lalonde, bass
player Mitch Derosier, and drummer Steve Hamelin are
adept at what they do, as they always have been. Their
presence and onstage antics have definitely improved
since they opened for Caribou this winter.
Instead of losing their cool due to technical difficulties (something about a snare drum) they used the
break to interact with the audience in a genuine way.
Derosier, the guy on the stage who's rocking out way
harder than anyone else, seems to be the group comedian. Lalonde and Hamelin didn't shy away from the
audience either. This is something that sets the Born
Ruffians apart from another group of over-hyped young
studs from suburban Toronto (you know the ones).
After the drum problem was taken care of, the
boys forged onwards with "Hummingbird" and "Kurt
Vonnegut", which were released on a 7" before being
included on Red, Yellow & Blue. Instead of losing energy
as the show came to a close, the Born Ruffians seemed
to gain it, and they didn't need much coaxing for an
encore, which was one of the highlights of the night.
Overall, the Born Ruffians put on a great headlining
set. Their trademark harmonies and synchronized yelps
are infectious and they proved themselves more than
capable of keeping an audience entertained and on
their feet.

Seizing an opportunity
When scaffolding was recently removed from the King St. side of the Silpit Building, it revealed not only restored brick and a repainted ad, but that a couple of graffiti artists had used it to tag higher than the rest.

Thirsty for
something
fresh?
Chelsea Gowryluk
cgowryluk@hotmail.com
Fresh ideas. Fresh views. Fresh design. We are the
graduating graphic designers of 2008 and we're ready
to dive into the working world; and hopefully, the
working world is ready for us.
Every year at the beginning of May, another
group of graduates celebrate and share their work at
an event called Open House. This is the chance for the
design industry to scope out new talent and for the
public to discover just how amazing design can be.
"It was a good time last year," says second-year
student Samara Wiebe. "I ended up mingling with
some amazing Winnipeg designers. My work sparked
their interest and the next thing I knew I was having a
drink with them. It was great!"
Every year new and innovative designs emerge
from the first, second and third-year students.
"I'm always impressed with what the third-year
group has to offer. Their projects involve more multimedia and interactive approaches to design. They do
everything from videos to packaging. They know their
stuff," says avid event-goer Mike Sokulski. "I come every year just to see what's new. I've never been bored."
This year's event will take place Thursday, May 1
for the industry and Friday, May 2 for the public. It's
a fun and exciting event that is unique to the graphic
design program; and for that we are proud. It only
takes place once a year, so embrace the chance to
check it out!
"Things happen fast at Red River. We're here one
day and gone the next," says Samara Wiebe. "You
won't wanna miss it!"

THIRSTY FOR StIJIETHIIUG F
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Design revolution
Nicole Trunzo
devilishprincess17@hotmail.com
For young people who have made the move into a new
apartment, cost is often the barrier between a great
interior space and the one they have.
A revolution in interior design has changed the
way items are being purchased. Cost effective decor
has become a new trend, with potential for all budgets.
Style in a home is all about personality, so forget fussing
over the trends, and create a space that is all about you.
Design Strokes
Lyndsay Stokes, a hip new designer in Winnipeg,
has developed her mandate around producing affordable
custom interiors. Stokes' background in art provided
her with the talent to recognize colour relationships,
making her transition to interior design a natural one.
"It's so funny when you go in somebody's house and
the walls are all blank," says Stokes. "A home should
really reflect a person's personality and taste." Just as
she receives inspiration from a client's clothing and
interests, any person can apply those elements to their
own home.
To begin, Stokes advises that people consider each
piece of the room at a time. "Start with the shell (paint
and flooring) and move from there." Paint provides a
fresh look to a room, while being extremely cost effective. As for big items like couches and tables, Stokes
says, "Go with something classic. If you have classic
pieces you can always work trends around that."
Once the basics are complete, it's time to
"You can get accessories for such a good price,
and it makes such a radical impact," Stokes says.
Design Revamped
Bonita Merkeley, owner of the successful company
Design To Go, loves changing, re-arranging, and initiating great style in people's homes.
"A lot of times people have an old patterned sofa and

it's sitting there in all its glory," says Merkeley. Find a
nice structured slip cover in a basic color for an instant
update. "These things are super fast and so satisfying,"
beams Merkeley. "People sometimes wait and can't make
a decision, and once they do they wonder why it took so
many years."
Fabric is a great multi-use item. It can also work to
divide large areas, such as a shared living room with a
roommate or fellow renter. If you hang large fabric panels on rods from the ceiling, you can instantly create two
living spaces without breaking the bank, or any walls.
To set your room apart from others, try starting a
collection of items with a common theme of color, shape,
style, or texture. "You can make a collection of things
and it can be very interesting. You just can't find that
at a store," says Merkeley. Consider dining room chairs,
dishes, and accessories for your next theme.

entire room, but they suggest wallpapering a small wall
as a focal point in the room.
Reupholstering can dramatically update a thrift
store find or current piece of furniture you may have.
Connor recommends exploring the discount sections of
fabric stores because they are filled with a collection of
new and old patterns, colors, and fabrics.
The key to designing your space is putting a piece
of yourself into it for guests to see. As Merkeley says,
"Design is mood altering. If it didn't do something for
you, we'd (designers) be out of business and everybody
would live with oatmeal."

SHOPPING ADVICE:
-Develop relationships with salespeople; you
are more likely to get a discount

Design School
Michelle Zelickson and Hailey Connor are both
in their third year of studies in the University of
Manitoba's Environmental Design program. They have
spent many hours studying projects of all budgets and
sizes, but what always remains is the importance of a
self-showcasing home. "The homes you see in magazines
look great in photos but without personal items the
space gives no indication of who lives there and what
they value," says Zelickson.
"Pictures are a great way to personalize a space. Not
everyone is fortunate enough to travel to Europe or an
exotic place, so look around you and try photographing
something that you see everyday from an interesting
angle," Connor says.
If your space begins looking tired, Zelickson says,
"Fixing up what already exists in a space can work as
well. Try reconfiguring your space if you are getting
bored with the look. Invite a friend with a fresh eye over
and make an evening of it." Design doesn't need to be
expensive or brand name to create impact.
With retro styles resurfacing all the time, 2008 is
bringing back wallpaper. It can be costly to cover an

-Don't be afraid to barter for a lower price at
a furniture store
-Ask questions
-Check to see if there is extra stock in the
back
-Follow the flyers or sales
-Search the website before you go to the
store
-Regularly explore thrift stores because the
stock can change daily
-Reinvent great finds to make them work in
your space
-Check out the Habitat for Humanity resale
store for great leftovers

The future of
advertisin
perched on a narrow staircase

On April 17 the Red River Advertising Club is traveling south to
Minneapolis. We are competing in the American Advertising
Federation's annual student competition.
We have worked on this project all year long and it is now
time to finish our college lives with a competition experience
we will remember forever.
Before we depart, we would like to thank our sponsors,
because without you we could not make it to Minneapolis.
We would run out of gas somewhere near Grand Forks with
an unfinished project and shoddy presentation. At best, we
would make it to Fargo with enough money to bribe a truck
driver to take us the remainder of the distance. Then, short on
funds, we would sleep in the hotel lobby in their fancy chairs
while frantically claiming our reservation was lost by Johnny,
the front desk guy.
Thanks to our sponsors, it will not come to this.

The RRAD Club thanks you.
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Ninth birthday to be
wildest yet
Sula Johnson

sula.johnson@gmail.com
The Urban Bakery brings evolution to another level.
The business has been kicking it since 1999, and has
transformed itself from year to year, creating not only
a retail outlet of all sorts, but an entire culture out of
the front doors. The Bakery's birthday is just around
the corner, Apr. 19, 2008. It's their party, and they will
make merry how they want to with a huge sale, party
and a DJ from New York, Cobra Krames.
The Urban Bakery sits central at 398 Portage Ave.
and offers Winnipeg an array of goodies. Kevin Trosky,
owner of the shop, says, "When The Urban Bakery
first started in '99, we were trying to offer Winnipeg
something unique. Not necessarily by selling different
merchandise than everyone else, but different in the
sense of how we would bring all the elements together."
It's true, they have brought in a variety of elements
such as record shops, and a lowrider bike shop, both
providing something unique to Winnipeg's retail scene.
These aspects of the business have again been transformed; the shop still offers records, but in recent years

The Biblio File

has focused a bit more on the clothing side of things
and now offers some of the best gear for sneaker freaks,
making it the first store in the city to carry certain lines
such as Rocksmith, Undefeated, and Alife.
The Urban Bakery and its sister store, the Urban
Boutique (owned and operated by husband and wife),
have taken their entire advertising budget for 2008 and
spent it on parties, flying in well-known DJs like Aoki,
Stretch Armstrong, Klever, Ayres and Titsworth. This
has created a fresh scene for Winnipeg and has made
going out at night actually fun. "The only real plans we
have for the future are to try and help make Winnipeg
a more fun place to be," says Trosky.
As for their big birthday bash, like all the other parties the Bakery has thrown, this one is sure to deliver.
The Urban Bakery and the Urban Boutique will be
having a huge sale all that weekend during the day, and
celebrating their ninth birthday at night at the Pyramid
Cabaret. "For our birthday, we're trying to throw a
party to say thanks to all those who have supported us
during the years," Trosky says.
Aww, no no, thank you Urban Bakery, and happy
ninth birthday.

A stitch in time

"An Ode to the
Book Column"

Ashley Morgan

Jennifer Ryan

ashley_morgan_@hotmail.com

jryan 1 1 @hotmail.com
"What we become depends on what we read after all of
the professors have finished with us. The greatest university
of all is a collection of books." - Thomas Carlyle.
As the school year winds down, and our thoughts
move from text books to beach reads, I find myself
contemplating how to end my illustrious career as a book
columnist. It's been quite the year: joining book clubs,
interviewing local authors, and sharing my bookworm
quirks.
Writing The Biblio File has changed how I read
books too. Every book I read is a potential column. Every
trip to the bookstore or library, every conversation about
the last great read. And though my mail bag hasn't been
quite as hefty as say Trevor Suffield's, the always-poignant Victim of Circumstance -I have had some great
conversations with friends, classmates, acquaintances,
and, once, a total stranger. Being recognized from a tiny
photo in a school newspaper was a bizarre experience,
the telling of which should probably have warranted a
column in itself. However, exploring the world of literary
erotica won that battle.
The point is, people love reading. My mission, as
stated in my very first column, was to postpone the
demise of the book column for at least one more year.
After this year filled with meeting people at book clubs,
libraries, book stores, and the King's Head (the aforementioned stranger who recognized me), I am a great
deal more optimistic about the future of book columns.
As for my own future... well, that's still not crystal
clear. But when I let my thoughts wander, it often
involves me happily skipping down aisles of towering
shelves of books. Maybe I should get a job as a book
mover. I'm constantly requesting books to be shipped
from around the city's libraries to my quaint little branch
in the west end of Winnipeg. I had never really thought
about how exactly those books get transported from the
third floor of the Millennium Library to the circulation
counter at my library. Then, I recently found out that
a friend of mine, Ali, worked as a book mover for the
Winnipeg public libraries. I wonder if he ever brought me
one of my requests. He loved his job there, and what's
not to love? A little exercise, good conversation with all
the librarians - who I've long considered the most knowledgeable people in the world - and some great books.
In the meantime, I think I'll start chipping away at
the long list of books I've amassed during my time as a
columnist. I hope you've enjoyed reading The Biblio File
as much as I enjoyed writing it. My only regret is that
I've run out of issues in which to write the long list of
book columns that are a-brewing in my head.

Canada once relied on domestic production to satisfy
its need for textile and clothing products. However,
increased trade and dwindling local sales have made it
more important than ever for Winnipeggers to support
their local designers and discover the unique services
that are offered at shops just minutes from home.
Drew Bickford, owner/operator of Local Shop
Awesome in Osborne Village, recognizes the shift in
Canada's production priorities.
"With the changing industry, it's harder to find
local materials because it's cheaper to make [clothing]
in the Middle East and Asia," the 21-year-old designer
explains.
But only 20 years ago, Canada relied heavily upon
Canadian textiles and clothing exports to satisfy
both the domestic and global economy. According to
Statistics Canada, 70 per cent of the textile and clothing products used in Canada in 1989 were produced
right here at home. Today, that number has decreased
drastically.
However, China's low-cost labour force, ability to
supply precious textiles like silk, and capacity to call
upon Hong Kong's financial and marketing know-how,
soon caused imports to skyrocket—leaving us dependent upon foreign products to supply the Canadian
demand. By 2004, imports supplied over 60 per cent of
Canada's clothing and textile markets.
Despite this challenge, Bickford and his partner,
23-year-old Christopher Gottzmann, insist their ninemonth-old shop stays local.
"There's a lot of talent in [Winnipeg] that's going
unnoticed," Bickford says, and he wants to offer a place
for local artists to showcase their work.
Because of this, Bickford and Gottzmann's shop
includes garments from their own clothing line: Lokus
Signature Apparel, as well as the works of over 20 other
local artists and designers. Whether it's Alex Espinosa's
evening wear, Derrick Mitchell's hoodies and T-shirts
or Kelly Ruth's hand-dyed art and clothing, Local Shop
Awesome's customers can be rest assured their purchases are made right here in Winnipeg.
While boosting our local and national economy,
local production offers consumers a chance to get oneof-a-kind pieces they won't find anywhere else. And if a
customer doesn't find something that suits their needs
exactly, many local shops offer alternatives.
Local Shop Awesome lets their customers change
the fabric or design of a garment to suit their needs (for
a 25 per cent increase on the price) or design an original piece themselves (with the price varying depending
on the value of chosen fabric and cut and style of the

design).
"People bring in a design and we make it for them,"
Bickford says. "It can be as simple as a T-shirt or as
complicated as a six-piece dress. Our customers can
do what they want knowing that something using
Egyptian cotton ($50/metre) is going to be more expensive than something using polyester ($4/metre)."
Only a small percentage of the materials used in
the garments at Local Shop Awesome are woven in
Winnipeg, but Bickford says 85 per cent of these materials are woven in Canada. This percentage assures his
customers that they are supporting varying degrees of
local production. A comforting economic thought, since
Statistics Canada reported Canadian manufacturing
sales in textile mills in 2007 was down to $2.1 billion, a
46 per cent drop from 2003.
Like Bickford and Gottzmann, Andee Penner,
the owner of Sew Dandee, also offers her customers
a distinctive experience along the Osborne strip. A
32-year-old entrepreneur, Penner has been making and
selling clothing for the past 11 years. So, naturally, supporting local production through her business is very
important to her.
Sew Dandee features Penner's own clothing line,
Dandee, as well as the hand-made, local designs of the
likes of Caledonea's jewelry, Tijit's silk-screen tops and
hats by Wanda June. According to Penner, most of the
garments and accessories in her store can be purchased
for $40 to $60.
"Everything is one-of-a-kind," Penner says.
"Nothing is mass-produced by any means and people
appreciate that." They likely also appreciate Penner's.
openness to tailoring and customizing garments.
Because she does all tailoring herself, Penner's
scope of customization is slightly more limited than
Bickford and Gottzmann's. However, if a customer
seeks slight alterations on a blouse or pants ($5 to.
$15), or a custom basic bridesmaid's dress (with price
dependent on chosen materials and detailing), Penner
is prepared to help.
And Bickford, Gottzmann and Penner aren't the
only ones seeking to give local designers an opportunity to sell their handiwork. Osborne Street's Out of
the Blue, Urban Waves, Sedgi, Yee-Lai and the Crypt,
as well as Corydon Avenue's Fino and Leo are just a
few more
examples
of opportunities for
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Hiking junkie
Richard Bracken

rbracken29@gmail.com
Hiking is, in my opinion, the perfect remedy to alleviate stress. Walking in the middle of a forest with the
sounds of birds, waterfalls and wind through the trees
can soothe any urban junkie's soul. Whether it's a day
hike, weekend hike or - for the hardcore hikers like
me - weeklong hike, exploring the vast wilderness of
Manitoba by foot is an experience everyone should try.
My favorite trail is called the Mantario. Located in
the Whiteshell Provincial Park, it stretches almost 64
km, starting near Caddy Lake and ending at the northern tip of Big Whiteshell Lake. It's not a trail for the
novice hiker, as I found out the hard way six years ago
when my friends and I first attempted to hike it. We had
planned for a three-day hike, packed our bags with way
too much gear, and spent the first day hiking only 13 km.
It took another five days to finish it. This trail was not
for the inexperienced.
I have to admit, the actual act of hiking isn't always
the most enjoyable part of the activity. To me, sitting by
the fire after the sun has set, with your feet up on a log
and wrapped in a comfy sweater, is incredibly relaxing.

And to top it off, a flask of scotch with a small cigar
makes it that much better.
There are other things too, like taking a break after
a long morning hike, and cooling your feet in an ice
cold stream (way better than any spa, I guarantee it!)
Even lying under a tall tree with a good book beats any
evening in a coffee shop. To put it in simpler terms, the
opportunity to put the hustle and bustle of the city life
behind you, and appreciate the natural environment of
this province or country at its purest, should be experienced by every Canadian.
Hiking offers you the ability to go at your own pace.
To not be bothered by time is a refreshing break, and is
an opportunity that doesn't come often enough. When
I go hiking, I contemplate not returning to the city. The
serenity of the wilderness is addictive, and I crave it at
all times of the year. Hiking is an escape from the urban
world.
If hiking seems like an activity you would like to
try, check out Spruce Woods Provincial Park, or Riding
Mountain National Park. Both have excellent trails that
are easy enough for any beginner to tackle and many can
be done in less than a day. Hiking is an experience you're
sure to enjoy, and never forget.

Call Center
Marketing Representatives
The Elkhorn Resort and Spa is expanding throughout
Canada. We require enthusiastic, energetic, hard
working and Money Driven individuals to immediately
join our inbound/ outbound call Center. Marketers are
currently earning $700+ per week.

NO SALES
We Offer:
- 10$ per hour paid training
- $15 per hour (performance wage after training)
- Part Time Evening (Every other Saturdays are
Mandatory)
- Benefits
- Excellent Daily Bonuses/Spiffs

You Are:
- Enthusiastic, energetic, hard working and a Money
Driven individual
- Gift of Gab, and a real people person that loves to talk
on the phone
- Able to start immediately
- Team player
-

Telemarketing experience will be a
money making asset.
Please Email your resume in confidence to

rodney@elkhornvacations.ca

or fax it to 204-784-0327 .
We will then contact you for
an over the phone interview.

For further information contact
Debora Rodriguez at 204-784-0333

Earth Hour all the time
Brenlee Coates

healthprojector@gmail.com
On the Saturday eve of March 29, 2008, I lied
alone in the dark.
I assure you this is unusual for me - and no,
I do not suffer from depression and am not emo.
So wtf was I doing?
Why, participating in Earth Hour, of course
- part of a global campaign (the first of its kind)
that hopes to influence people and businesses to
cut down their emissions.
Approximately 24 cities officially signed
up, including Bangkok, Chicago, Dublin, San
Francisco, Toronto and Vancouver.
But advertising was placed everywhere, and
to participate, all you were asked to do was turn
off all lights in your house from 8 p.m. to 9 p.m.
The idea of being connected with so many
other concerned and proactive individuals across
the globe inspired me, and made me feel empowered at first - but I quickly came down from my
cloud.
A former schoolmate of mine from the
University of Winnipeg, Maggie MacAuley,
helped hand me my reality check... with a little
help from Facebook.
Maggie's status on March 29 was: "Maggie
thinks every hour should be Earth Hour."
Exactly. What was I thinking? Did I really think
my efforts for one hour made me Mother Earth's
best friend? And even if Earth Hour was a strong

statement, couldn't we try to affect change all the
time?
I'll quote Maggie because she says it better,
and angrier.
"I shouldn't walk through The Bay downtown
and see a corporation telling me I should do
something for the environment for a goddamn
hour on a specific date. Fuck that. I try to reduce,
reuse, recycle everyday."
See, she is better.
"Maybe being more conscious for an hour
helps but if light bulbs were really the problem
we'd fix all of our environmental problems immediately," finishes Maggie.
Assistant professor in the Biology and
Centre for Forest Interdisciplinary Research
departments at the U of W, Andrew Park, agrees.
"While it may be a nice gesture, the dark hour
was nothing more than that," says Park. "What
we need are real actions to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions, not 'feel good' gestures that are
ultimately empty of content and which will be
soon forgotten. Will this gesture encourage
the participants to take real action? Based on
surveys, I would say probably not."
I couldn't have said it better. But I will add
that - ironically - I got a car on March 29, so I
really am not helping the environment over the
next four years, at least. Good thing Earth Hour
was only an hour so I could feel ok with myself
for 60 minutes.
Damn, maybe I am emo.
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Unleashing the BDSM in Winnipeg
Faye Armstrong
faybecakes@hotmail.com
Whips, chains, torture chambers... This may sound like a scene
from a horror movie to some, but for many, this is just the scene
of another fun night on the town - or in the bedroom - and
Winnipeggers are no exception.
Winnipeg is home to a vibrant scene of kinky sex confidants.
So whether you're a bondage beginner or a kink connoisseur, this
city's bound to have something to provide you with. (Whatever it is
you need to get your freak on.)
Kinky sex is typically described using the help of a little thing
called "BDSM." The acronym serves as an umbrella term for a variety
of kinky categories: bondage/ discipline, domination/ submission
and sadism/ masochism.
Paul Joannides' Guide to Getting it On describes this kinkier
side of sex as "an exchange between two or more people. It's the
creation of a scene that both participants find to be a turn on...It's
a way of getting off within an erotic world of your own creation."
(2006)
Master Bryan, who prefers not to use his full name to maintain
his professional reputation in the city, describes BDSM as "crossing
the line between pain and pleasure. It's a whole different level of
ecstasy."
Bryan has been providing Winnipeg's kinky culture with
resources to aid in exploring their fetishes for the past 20 years.
After the demise of Winnipeg's premier fetish nightclub The
Crypt, in the early nineties, Bryan felt that something was needed
to "reach into the closets of the kinky and pull them out to play."
It was then that he developed The Prairie Caller, a print publication meant to serve as a resource for those interested in the BDSM
lifestyle. The publication soon turned into an online forum which
started out as "25 horny, single guys and two couples," according
to Bryan, but quickly grew and expanded - making it obvious that
there was great demand for many Winnipeggers to explore their
sexuality in a more public way.
Western Canada's Largest
The answer was The Black and
Adult Emporium
Blue Ball, an event "where all the
Sexy Lingerie, for him 8 her, Lotions and Potions,
kinks come out to play."
Leather Gear, Fetish Gear, Adult Toys, XXX DVDi,
The Black and Blue Ball, now
shop online.
msc0xsT maesea
simply called The Ball, would serve
www.discreet.mb.ca • www.discreetvideos.ca
as a get-together where people
340 Donald St. Winnipeg, MB • 947 - 1307
could bust out the whips and
chains, try on their favorite leather
fie
outfits, strap on their strap-ons
and just party.
Save
The Ball, which also serves as
a fundraiser for the fight against
AIDS, is now held once every two
months and usually sees about
Off
250-300 people, and over 600 at
the Halloween social. The most
regular prated items anti
recent event, held on April 12 at
when shopptng online,
quote this number 909 to
Ozzie's (on Osborne St.) featured
receive your discount.
This coupon cannot be
a bar, dance floor, public dungeon
used with any other
promotional material.
area, cages, spanking benches,
When Instate present
this coupon at time
suspension and bondage toys, craft
of purchase. Offer
expires 02/14/011
and vendor tables and music by DJ
die94ing
Evil Bastard.
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15%

Today, Bryan's online forum, which is now also
called The Ball, has over 900 members.
"Our main motive is to foster and grow a fetish
culture in Winnipeg," says Bryan.
"We want to teach people where they can go,
what they can do and how to do things safely.
There's really something there for everyone, unless maybe you're asexual."
The forum has recently branched out into
over 25 subcategories including one called
Tortured Youth, a BDSM forum targeted specifically at those aged 18-30. Reid Allen, 23, has
been involved with Tortured Youth since he was
20.
"It's a pretty cool thing. It helped me realize
that I'm not such a freak. Or maybe I am a freak
but at least now I know I'm not the only one!" says
a laughing Allen. "And I've met some really
cool people too. I mean, if it's your first
time hooking up with a person, you
can't just say to them `so is it okay if
I chain you to this bed? Is that cool?'
No. It doesn't work that way. Getting
involved with the forums has helped
a lot with that too - just meeting
like-minded people."
And there may be more likeminded people in Winnipeg than
you think.
Chantele Fry, who works at
Discreet Boutique, says she has
helped customers from all walks
of life pick out leather lingerie,
restraints, bondage kits and more.
"Most of our customers are just
everyday-looking people in sweats doing
their Saturday afternoon errands," says
Fry.
"The first time I ever went to The Ball, I
was in the bathroom and there were three
people, all in various stages of dress. One in a
business suit, one fully decked out in leather, and
one somewhere in between. It's true you really can't
judge a book by its cover."
Whether you're fully committed to the
BDSM lifestyle, or are the one in sweats
looking for something fun to do on a rainy
day, you can be sure that you're not alone.
Because, as Fry puts it, "sometimes everybody needs to get a little kinky."

A MESSAGE FROM
RRC PARKING SERVICES.
Now that the North 1 construction project has
begun, Parking Services would like to remind
you that as a student powered pass holder, you
can park in ALL student powered lots.
In the event that you are unable to find a
parking space the North side, please check the
West side student lots. Conversely, if you can't
find space on the West side, be sure to check
North 3.
Our lots fill and empty depending on the day of
the week and time of day so where you are able
to find open space depends on where and when
you are looking.

Please be aware that the North 2
is no longer a student lot.

0, 2008
Access 37 credit courses weekdays in:
Business I Community Services I Aboriginal Education I And more!

For more information or to register visit:
WWW

rrc,ca/intersessioP or call 694.1789.
RED RIVER COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
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What, what? In the butt?
Brenlee Coates

healthprojector@gmail.com
The Projector is finally gonna get down 'n' dirty - or
not, depending on your outlook. But this article is
about anal sex.
"We're engrained to think that anal sex is a dirty
thing," explains Reece Lagartera, education and
resource development coordinator for the Rainbow
Resource Centre. "As long as there's the right conditions... I think anal sex can be enjoyed by biological
men and women."
And the women part is usually where it gets complicated. Let's explore together...
Quite generally, it can be said that most gay men
do it, most straight men want to do it with their
girlfriends, and girls - well, that's an entirely different
spectrum.
On the one hand, girls are often turned off by anal
sex. On the other hand, they might be tempted by the
amount of pleasure it would give their partners. Either
way, the underlying issue always is: butt health.
I took some of the most common questions over to
the Rainbow Resource Centre and am here to reveal all.
First of all: tearage. Will the anus rip and will the
act do damage to your digestive system?
Tearing is a possibility, but let's get back to those
"circumstances" Lagartera was talking about. An admin-

Achieving summer success
Tania Kohut

tania_kohut@yahoo.ca
The last few days of class is what many
students have been dreaming of for nine long
months. Summer break is almost here - but have
you thought about what happens after exams?
Some of your friends will have their dream internships and summer jobs lined up already, but if
you don't yet it's not too late to make the most of
your summer.
Todd Jeffrey, 42, is a computer analyst/programmer student. He will spend his summer
at Manitoba Hydro, a job he attained through
Red River College's co-op program. Jeffrey will
work full-time, assisting with computer-related
problems.
"I'm doing it to get experience and hopefully
make a connection for when I'm done school,"
said Jeffrey. "Hopefully impress someone enough
that they'll invite me back."
Work experience makes or breaks a resume,
and if you are willing to work for a low wage or for
free, an internship is something to consider. Most
companies will jump at the chance of having an
extra pair of hands around the workplace. Don't
be afraid to apply to that place you've always
wanted to work. Cruise those company websites
for human resource information, and then send
them a resume whether they are hiring or not.
You might be surprised at the response.
Searching online is usually the easiest way to
find a great job to apply for. The Government of
Canada's database, jobbank.gc.ca, lists thousands
of jobs, and there is a special link for students.
If you are thinking of a more adventure-filled
summer, though, cooljobscanada.com has postings from across Canada. Working at a luxury
resort in the Rockies or as a whale watching
assistant in Nova Scotia will no doubt lead to an
unforgettable summer.
Taylor Burgess, 20, is a first-year Creati
Communications student. This summer he
ticipating in th Explore program, and will
five weeks in Q bec City learning French
"I want to 1
French, or at least br
on my French si
haven't sed it sinc
nine or ei•t. It'
ce exc to get ou

city. All the housing is paid for. It's just a good
opportunity," said Burgess.
"It's more personal than professional motivations," Burgess admitted. For future jobs and
traveling, knowing a second language "leaves a lot
more options open."
Applications for the Explore program had
to be in by late February, so it's too late for this
year, but it may be something to consider for next
year. The only cost associated with the program is
about $180 in registration fees. Transportation,
food and spending money are the only other
considerations for students. Jexplore.ca has all
the details
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istrative assistant at the resource centre, Miles Rune
Brecken, puts it simply: "The person getting penetrated
needs to be relaxed so there's no resistance," but tearing would be an issue of "not being lubricated enough,
going in dry, or going in and becoming dry."
Both Lagartera and Brecken stress that using
lots of lube, foreplay (vaginal or rectal) and a relaxed
mentality are crucial for anal to equal fun.
But what if things get messy?
Yup, what everyone's afraid of: the possibility
of poo. Unless you're into scat play, you're probably
hoping to keep feces out of the bedroom. Lagartera
says that's why condoms are always encouraged, but
if you're choosing not to use a barrier, there is that
possibility. If you're worried about this, take care of it
before, don't eat for a couple of hours prior, and clean
up before things get heated. But if there is a slip-up,
Lagartera suggests shrugging it off. It's like an outtake
from your fantasy.
Thirdly, can someone be too big to go in the exit?
Lagartera says, "The anus has the capacity to stretch
tremendously."
Noted.
Last of all, one of my girlfriends has been assured
by her partner that he could give her a G-spot orgasm
from penetrating her back hole - and she is being lied
to. Unfortunately, that isn't possible, but Lagartera
says that women can achieve an anal or psychological
orgasm from the act.

Integrity. Leadership.
Partnership.
We are currently hiring for the position of
Market Research Interviewer.

Requirements:
• Excellent communication skills
• Dedication to professionalism and adherence to our
highly specialized research standards
• Proven keyboarding skills

We offer:
• Part-time positions and a flexible scheduling program
with the opportunity to work up to 40 hours per week
* Excellent pay rates, performance based premiums,
holidays, and great benefits
• A diverse and vibrant work environment

How to apply:
Layout and design of your resume will add to
the professional look of the document. For help
with putting a resume together, visit jobweb.
com/resumes. The website has all the information you need to write an amazing resume and
you can look at examples sorted by profession
(i.e.: broadcast journalism, business administration, computer science and accounting, to name
a few).

Drop by our office or apply online:
Attention: Recruitment Coordinator
175 Carlton Street, 2nd Floor (Human Resources)
Phone: 204.975.3370 • Fax: 204.949.9371
www.ipsos-na.com/careers
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Ipsos Direct

A cover letter is your pitch, or your attention-grabber to a perspective employer. Think
about how many resumes a human resources
department sees. You need to win attention if
you want that job. There are many websites that
can help you write a stellar cover letter.
For example, how-to-write-a-cover-letter.
is an absolute gem. The website has advice,
er letter templates and m y examples. The
three tips:
1. Make every word c
2. Kee itting your a
es you d r t withou
elling lie
3. Es
voice.
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One last hoorah
Derek Jory
derek,jory@hotmail.com

Elisha Cuthbert because she is the wind beneath my
wings).

the most interesting sports in the world, with roots that
reach back to before the thirteenth century.

We all knew this day would come. It was inevitable. One
way or another the day would arrive when I would have
to pen my final sports column for The Projector, and
that day is today - or yesterday, if you're reading this
tomorrow.
Looking back on the last year, I enjoyed my slice
of sports journalism, but I've come to the conclusion
that I really didn't provide you with much insight into
the world of sports. Instead, I made a habit of bogging
you down with mindless dribble that even a fifth grader
wouldn't read.
I didn't get any fan e-mails, never received any
praise and certainly wasn't invited into the VIP door
at any clubs because of my sports knowledge - or lack
thereof. So, I'm dedicating my final column to leaving
you with five important sports pointers (and also to

#5 - Ignore the Toronto Maple Leafs: I don't care,
just forget it. Cheering for Toronto is like drinking and
driving - it may seem like a great idea at the time, but
you, or someone else, could end up dead. And for the
record, it's Maple Leaves.

#2 - Cheer for the Chicago Cubs: Oh those poor
Cubbies. It's been 99 years since they last won a baseball
championship. They've been notorious losers for a long
time as they haven't made an appearance in the World
Series since 1945 - which is the longest drought in
North American professional sports. Recycle, help old
ladies across the street and cheer for the Cubs.

#4 - Support women's sports: Women work hard to
be treated as equals in the world of sports and I admire
them for it. I'm not that into the WNBA or anything, but
beach volleyball, now there's a sport. I could watch the
aces all day long.
#3 - Don't overestimate North American sports:
Try not to get caught up in the glitz and glamour of the
four big leagues: MLB, NBA, NHL and NFL. I love them
all like air, don't get me wrong, but there is a lot more
out there to enjoy. Cricket isn't just an insect; it's one of

Random thoughts by a
random dude
Zach Regiec
zachregiec@hotmail.com
Zach Regiec is a single 32-year-old student, who has
run the gamut of dating and relationships. He has
been the dumper, the dumpee, broken hearts and had
his heart crushed. He has been rejected, done the
rejecting and he's here to share his stories, thoughts,
and ideas about the dating scene in Winnipeg.
Like I have said before, everything ends.
Both the good and the bad. And now so does my
column. But, before I go I would like to leave you
with some random thoughts that I have learned
from the dating scene in Winnipeg.
* Your partner is not responsible for your
happiness. You are. It sounds simple, however,
if I had an ice cold drop of water for every time
someone told me their "partner doesn't make
them happy anymore", I could fill a tub. Oh ya,
then I'd push them in to wake them up.
* Women want equality everywhere in the
world except in the dating world. This frustrates
the hell out of men. All of the women I know
want to be treated as equals in their professional
lives and at home. But, for some reason in the
dating world, they want to be chased, have their
meals paid for, have doors opened for them, and
all the other jazz. This is ridiculously hypocritical
and frustrates men to no end. Believe me, I'm
as chivalrous as most men, however, it really
irritates me that women want to be pursued and
"taken care of" so much in the dating world.

* Let your relationship evolve naturally.
People who tell you they are head over heels for
you right away are super creepy. They don't know
you and are somewhat desperate if they "want
you so bad" right away. If they truly know you
and are in love with you, that's awesome and
rare. Congratulations! If you feel like someone
is crossing your qualities off on a checklist when
you first meet, and things feel like a job interview
- you should bail.
* Winnipeg is a small city so be extremely
careful with how you treat people.
* No matter how hot you think someone is - I
assure you - someone is sick of their issues.
* Old flames are old flames for a reason. If
you want to see about reigniting one, that's fine.
Just make sure to set ground rules for yourself
and take a sincere look at the situation. Consider
whether the original issues you had are able to be
worked on. Don't make the exact same mistake
twice.
* If you want things to be casual in the dating
world, stay away from the bedroom.
* Half your age plus seven is a good equation
for figuring out the youngest person you should
date.
* Many women define themselves by the men
they date. Many men define themselves by the
job they have.

* If you are bored, you are boring. Don't blame
your partner for not being adventurous. You are
with them. If they don't do it for you mentally,
physically, or emotionally then work with them
to change the behaviours of you both. Remember,
if you're complaining about your partner - you are
really complaining about yourself.

* Rejection, not just poor selection. If someone isn't interested in you, move onto the next.
Seriously, there are a plethora of different reasons
why someone may not be into you that have
nothing to do with you. I assure you, given the
right time, opportunity, and place, you could have
almost any partner you desire.

* People are all things. This one might sound'
vague, but really think about it. Let's look at impatience, which many people possess. Don't be so
hard on yourself if you want to ring the person-infront-of-you's neck, at Tim Hortons on their cell
phone, who can't get his or her order in. We ALL
have serious flaws. Many of them are ones that
others possess. Be kind to yourself, be patient
with yourself. Accept your issues/flaws and then
do your best to deal with them.

* Very few people are exactly the same.
Comparing partners is a disaster waiting to happen.

* Attractive men and women can just be
friends. Don't let any morons tell you different.
If they try to, then pretend to listen (smile and
nod). Quality friends of the opposite sex are
worth their weight in gold.

#1 - Keep fit and have fun: Who knew that Hal
Johnson and Joanne McLeod were so smart? I used to
laugh at them back in the day, but there are no better
words of wisdom that I could leave you with.

Flea Whiskeys Presents College Thursdays

FREE POOL ALL NIGHT
(minimum tab at table $20)

Flea Whiskey's Billiards, Café, & Bar
Portage at Erin — (204) 775-2727

Your Place to Party

Congratulations Grads!
You really should celebrate and travel this summer. And by the way, we know
we've been implying for 35 years thatTravel CUTS is just for students, well... it's just
not true. Our great prices and product selection are actually available for everyone.
Continue to use us and please tell your parents.

Congratulations non-Grads!
You really should celebrate and travel this summer. We have some incredible
exclusive deals going, including Europe flights for $100 less than you'll find anywhere
else. Plus tours, plus rail and bus passes, plus language courses, plus volunteer
programs... chances are pretty good that we can help you with just about anything that
relates to great travel. lust ask.

How about a contest or 3?
Visit www.travelcuts.com, click on the `Cool Stuff' icon at
the top of the page, click `Contests' and enter to win our
Australia, Britain, and Europe contests.

473 Portage Ave.
783-5353

TRAVEL CUTS
Canada's Student Travel Experts

www.travelcuts.com•1-888-FLY-CUTS

Prayer Room at Notre Dame Campus Building A, Room 233
Red River College is pleased to announce the presence of a
Prayer Room at the Notre Dame campus which is available to
students and staff from 7:00 a.m. daily. The Prayer Room is
available for SILENT prayer, mediation or reflection.

* If you are casually dating, do casual things.
Don't introduce people to your parents or family
right away. Avoid daily contact if you want to
keep things casual.

Please avail yourselves of this peaceful environment when
you feel the need for renewal, solitude, reading, or spiritual
refreshment. Staff and student have found this room to be a

Well, there you have it. Some random
thoughts on the dating scene in Winnipeg. Be
kind to yourself and others.

peaceful oasis, away from the noise and hustle-bustle of a
busy campus. Please be aware that food and beverages are
not allowed in the Prayer Room.
Enjoy some quality time in our Prayer Room, which is located
in Building A, Room 233.

